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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
LAWYERS’ ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION TEAM (LEAT)
P. O. BOX 12605
DAR ES SALAAM

RE: UVINJE PEOPLE RESIDING WITHIN SAADANI NATIONAL PARK
Your letter Ref. No. LEAT/SNPA/2014/1 dated 28/01/2014 on the subject mentioned above
applies
I attach together with this letter, information that best describes the presence of the people of
Saadani village of Uvinje suburb within Saadani National Park as you had requested.

Yours
Ismail O. Ismail
Kny: Chief Park Warden
SAADANI NATIONAL PARK

CLARIFICATION REGARDING UVINJE RESIDENTS PRESENCE AND CONTINUANCE TO STAY
INSIDE SAADANI NATIONAL PARK
I am hereby giving clarifications on the issue you had enquired, regarding Uvinje residents’
presence and continuance to stay inside Saadani National Park:
1. Saadani National Park was established and put in the Government Gazette (Government
Notice (G.N)) No.281. The locality and boundaries of the Park has been clearly defined in
the G.N (Copy attached) whereby the Uvinje suburb is inside the Park borders, the Park
size is 1,100 Km2
2. There was enough participation from the village to provincial level before declaring the
Saadani National Park. Uvinje was one of the suburbs of Saadani village, whereby the
leadership of this village represented their people in that process that led to
establishment of the Park. In addition, Saadani National Park was a result of upgrading
the status of Saadani Game Reserve to a National Park, whereby the boundaries of that
game reserve have been shown in G.N. No.275 (Copy attached).
3. Uvinje suburb has been inside the boundaries of Saadani Game Reserve and the
residents of this suburb have been staying within the reserve even when it was being
upgraded to a National Park. Saadani National Park retained the boundaries of the
Game Reserve meaning that the residents of Uvinje are and continue to live inside the
borders.
4. According to the law that established Saadani National park, “The National Parks Act
(Cap. 282 R.E 2002)” and that which established Saadani Game Reserve, “The Wildlife
Conservation Act (No. 5 R.E 2009)” and G.Ns which I have mentioned earlier, it’s clear
that the residents of Uvinje suburb are inside the Park and stay in that area illegally. The
efforts to evict those people from the Park are continuing
5. If the civil society organisations are to implement conservation agendas by engaging the
Park, they must collaborate and seek approval from the Director General; Tanzania
National Parks, P. O. Box 3134 ARUSHA for the permit to be issued. I advise your
organization to follow the same procedure.
6. Finally, I submit

